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■ Simple and compact optics offer excellent excitation efficiency. 

■ A “typical” system could be equipped with very long-lived, very stable 488 nm solid-state and 638 nm 
semiconductor lasers. Both require only the standard electrical power at your facility and no external cooling. 

■ The JSAN can be configured with up to four lasers on its standard optical plate, with the use of any three of them 
simultaneously. (Optional third and fourth lasers are aligned collinearly.)

■ Standard JSAN third and fourth laser options include a 375 nm or a 405 nm semiconductor laser.

■ The optional 375 nm laser allows analysis and sorting of Hoechst-dyed SP cells, while the 405 nm solid-state 
laser allows the use of such fluorochromes as Pacific Blue and Pacific Orange. 

■ Other optional lasers include the latest 532 nm and 561 nm solid-state lasers, with the potential for other lasers, 
as they are introduced. These laser options enable the optimal use of such recently introduced fluorochromes 
and fluorescent proteins as DsRed, CFP, and Kaede.Note 2

Note 1: Removing and replacing the flow cell unit may occasionally slightly displace it from its original position. Any 
optical alignment adjustments that may be required are easily performed in a matter of a few seconds and return 
the performance of the system to its optimal state. 

Note 2 : Disclaimer: Bay bioscience will communicate with the customer before work commences if there are 
any concerns about product utility based upon information provided to Bay bioscience. Optional lasers, 
with the exception of the 375 nm and 405 nm options, lasers are characterized as custom products 
whose performance has not yet been characterized.

Flow Cell Unit Flow Cell Unit Attachment

Improved Detection Optics Enable Unsurpassed Sensitivity
and Resolution for the Detection of a Wide Variety of Fluorescent Signals

Latest Advances in Excitation Optics Design Provide
Optimal Excitation Efficiency

FLUORESCENCE SIGNAL DETECTION

Compact Laser Optics 488 nm Solid-state Laser (DPSS) 638 nm Semiconductor Laser 

■ Laser beams are directed to the flow cell, 
without the use of optical fibers, in order to 
achieve maximum excitation intensity.

■ Fiber optics corresponding to each of the 
excitation lasers are positioned immediately 
adjacent to the unique hybrid flow cell. 

■ The fiber optics collect and direct the 
fluorescent signals from each laser to the 
detectors for that laser, so as to minimize 
any crosstalk, so that the excitation laser 
beams may be positioned very closely to 
each other. 

■ The lasers are fixed to the optical bench and the alignment is so 
stable that it allows the removal and replacement of the flow 
cell/nozzle assembly (for cleaning), with virtually no adjustment of 
the optical alignment.Note 1

■ The nozzle that is used to form the fluid jet for sorting is fixed to 
the flow cell tip and allows high speed droplet sorting.

■ The flow cell unit may be easily removed and replaced (a matter 
of a few seconds) to facilitate direct cleaning of the inside of the 
flow cell as well as to remove any difficult clogs that may occur 
in the nozzle. Cleaning may include the use of the ultrasonic 
cleaner that is supplied with the JSAN. 
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■ For faster set-up and more reliable results, JSAN’s advanced sort control functions incorporate the patented 
OptiDrop software to monitor and optimally regulate droplet parameters. 

■ To protect sorted samples, OptiDrop automatically detects errors in droplet and stream parameters, sounds an 
alarm, and immediately stops the sheath flow and sorting functions.

Simpler and Faster Operation for Sort Set-ups Increases
Overall Reliability with Automatic Droplet Control Mechanism 

Automated Correction of the Drop Delay Time Improves
Sorting Stability and Reliability

■ OptiDelay (Patented) provides the JSAN’s automated drop delay control, which is a key to maintaining high sorting 
stability and accuracy. It does so by the automatic and constant computation and feedback loop based on the 
parameters these algorithms monitor. 

■ OptiDelay is able to immediately detect and correct any of several subtle changes that may affect  the droplet 
formation point, and thus enables optimal delay time stability and accuracy for your sorting. 

● VERY SIMPLE SORT SETTING PROVIDES FOR EASY SORTING

Sort Setting Window

■ Three sort modes are available: (a) Normal, (b) High Recovery, and (c) 
High Purity. 

■ Each sort mode sets the variable control of the number of droplets (one, 
two or three) to meet your requirements for sort purity and recovery.

Simple Sort Mode Selection for a Variety of Sorting Needs

■ The combined technologies of our high-speed digital electronics, our 
hybrid flow cell (enables the most sensitive fluorescence detection, while 
also allowing droplet generation frequencies of over 60,000), along with  
the patented OptiDrop and OptiDelay algorithms provide outstanding 
sorting performance. All of these technologies also allow the high 
performance sorting at a sheath pressure of only 30 psi, for less damage 
to sorted cells.

Sort Speeds of up to 20,000 Events per Second

■ By choosing the CloneMate option, you can sort single cells - or as many 
cells as you wish - into each well of up to 96-well microtiter plates. 

CloneMate:JSAN’s Optional Single Cell/Multi-well Sorting Accessory

Sample Tubes Sort Collection Tubes

■ Choosing JSAN’s optional CoolMate can be used 
to help control the temperature of sample cells 
and sorted cells, to help increase viability or 
control other experimental factors that may 
affect the cells.

CoolMate: JSAN’s Optional Accessory for Sample Temperature Control
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SPECIFICATIONSLESS SPACE AND LOWER COSTS 

■ The JSAN is the most compact high performance cell sorter available and requires essentially the same amount of 
space as would previously have been required for an analysis only system.

■ The desktop JSAN comfortably sits on a one-meter wide desk. Both pump and tank units are easy to store under the desk. 

■ All controls are easily accessible from the front of the JSAN. 

■ Both 488 nm solid-state and 638 nm semiconductor 
lasers feature lifetimes of approx. 10,000 hours, 
more than tripling the lifetime of conventional 
gas-ion lasers. 

■ The 375 nm semiconductor laser boasts an 
approx. 5,000-hour lifetime, reducing the cost of 
operat ion and min imiz ing the need for  
replacement. 

■ Lasers used on the JSAN no longer need a 
cooling system that circulates massive amount 
of water. 

Longer-lasting Lasers
Lower Costs for Replacement

No Need for Cooling

■ Analyzing and sorting cells at a sheath pressure 
of 30 psi, the JSAN requires the use of much 
less sheath fluid than in other high speed cell 
sorters.

Reduce Sheath
Fluid Consumption

1800 mm

800 mm

Wall

660 mm

950 mm

Model JSAN
Optics
　Lasers 　Blue: 488 nm, ≧20 mW solid-state laser: first laser

　Red: 638 nm, ≧20 mW semiconductor laser: second laser
　UV: 375 nm, ≧16 mW semiconductor laser: third laser (optional)
　Violet: 405 nm, ≧50 mW semiconductor laser: third laser

　Detection Optics 　Fiber optics coupled with a hybrid flow cell
　Detectors detect emitted fluorscence passing through fiber optics.

　Detection Parameters 　Forward scatter (FSC), and side scatter (SSC)
　Four fluorescences (first laser), two fluorescences (second laser), and two fluorescences (third laser: optional)

　Detectors 　Three fixed-fiber apertures for the 488, 638, and 375/405 nm lasers
　Forward scatter (FSC) detector: one photodiode
　Side scatter (SSC) detector: one PMT
　Fluorescence detectors: upto eight PMTs   A standard JSAN is equipped with six PMTs.
　Four PMTs detect fluorescence excited by the blue laser.
　Two PMTs detect fluorescence excited by the red laser.
　Optional two PMTs detect fluorescence excited by the additional UV/violet laser.

　Sample Acquisition Rate 　Maximum acquisition rate: 60,000 events per second
　Fluorescence Sensitivity 　200MESF using SPHERO™ Rainbow Calibrite Particles
　Fluorescence Resolution 　Coefficient of variation (CV): <3.0%, PI-stained chicken erythrocyte nuclei (CEN)
Signal Processing
　Signal Processing System 　Digital processing system
　Signal Processing Parameters 　Maximum parameters: 10 (eight default parameters and two optional parameters)
　Signal Resolution 　1024/4096 channels per each parameter
　Signal Dynamic Range 　20-bit linear signal, four/six-decade digital-log signal for any parameter
　Pulse Processing 　Height, Area, and Width measurements available
　Fluorescence Compensation 　No limit to inter- and intra-beam compensation

　Default 6 x 6 and optional 8 x 8 matrix-compensation
Sorting
　Sorting System 　Droplet-sorting System
　Sorting Mode 　Three modes: normal, high purity, and high recovery,  each sets 1-3 droplets
　Sorting Speed 　Drop drive frequency: ≧60,000 droplets per second   Max. speed: 20,000 cells per second
　Sorting Resolution 　256 x 256,　65,536 points
　Sort Collection 　Two-way sorting
　Sort Performance 　Purity: >98% (using CaliBRITE™ Beads)
Utilities
　Workstation 　Operation System: DOS/V and Windows® XP
　Monitor 　Two LCDs: over 15-inch and over 18-inch monitors
　Printer 　Color-inkjet printer
　Software 　JSAN software AppSan (FCS 2.0)
　Power 　JSAN main body: operation at 100VAC and 50 or60 Hz, 10A

　Workstation: 100VAC 50 or 60 Hz, 5A

　Transformer: input120V/220V, output 100V
　Pump Unit: 100VAC 50 or 60 Hz, 5A

　Size and Weight 　JSAN main body: 66.5 cm depth, 95 cm width, and 63 cm height; approx. 130 kg
　Pumｐ Unit: 39 cm depth, 60 cm width, and 41cm height; approx. 40 kg
　Tank Unit: 31 cm depth, 60 cm width, and 60 cm height; approx. 15kg

Options
　Extension 　CloneMate: Automated cell deposition unit; CoolMate: Sample cooling device
　Lasers 　Third laser: 375 nm semiconductor/405 nm semiconductor laser
　JSAN Body Color    Standard: black; Option: blue, green, and red
　Peripherals    Monitor size, external magneto-optic disk (MO), and JSAN Workbench

 ※ Ambient temperature and humidity: within a range of 19 to 25℃, 40 to 60%, and non condensing
 ※ The JSAN flow cytometer is For Reserch Use Only.  Not for use in diagnostic or therapeutic procedures.
 ※ The JSAN workbench is an option.
 ※ Optional body colors of images in this brochure might differ from actual ones.
 ※ The specifications are subject to change without notice.
 ※ Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
 ※ SPHERO is a trademark of Sperotech, Inc.
 ※ CaliBRITE Beads is a trademark of BD Biosciences.

※ Disclaimer: The above-described laser lifetimes are statistial 
approximations provided by the laser manufacturers and do not 
imply warranty coverage for such a time period. 

A Space-saving Desktop Sorter


